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ABSTRACT
Many data processing pipelines operate on highly-connected
data sets that can be efficiently modelled as graphs. These
graphs are rarely static, but rather change rapidly and often
exhibit dynamic, temporal, or streaming behaviour. During
the last decade, numerous graph benchmarks have been
proposed, which cover a significant portion of the features
required in practical use cases. However, whilst these benchmarks often contain some update operations, none of them
include complex deletions, which makes it challenging to test
the performance of graph processing systems under such
operations. To address this limitation, we have extended
the LDBC Social Network Benchmark (SNB) by introducing
lifespan attributes for the creation and deletion dates of its
entities. We have defined constraints for selecting these dates
from intervals that ensure that the graph always satisfies the
cardinality constraints prescribed by the schema and other
semantic constraints of the social network domain. We have
implemented the proposed lifespans in the SNB generator.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recognizing the potential value that can be extracted from
rich, highly-connected data sets, organizations often complement their existing data processing pipelines with dedicated
graph processing systems such as graph databases [7], graph
analytical frameworks [4], and graph streaming engines [6].
While this trend has led to an abundance of graph processing
systems in the last decade, the maturity and performance of
these system is often questionable. To stimulate competition
between vendors and allow fair comparison of their systems,
several benchmarks have been proposed to capture realistic
graph processing workloads, including those of the Linked
Data Benchmark Council (LDBC). LDBC’s Social Network
Benchmark (SNB) suite [2] defines two workloads: Interactive [14] targets transactional systems with queries accessing
a small portion of the database and insert operations, while
the current version of the Business Intelligence [29] workload
features complex aggregation-heavy operations for graphbased decision support but no updates. These workloads
require a significant portion of features in graph systems
that are relevant in popular applications (such as social networking, fraud detection, and recommendation). However,
they still lack a number of features, most crucially transactional delete operations necessary for handling fully dynamic
graphs are common [25] and legally required by the EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) regulation [26].
Challenge for systems. To support deletions, graph processing systems need to solve numerous technical challenges:
(1) Users should be able to express deletion operations using the database API, preferably using a high-level
declarative query language with clear semantics [15].
(2) Deletion operations limit the algorithms and data structures that can be used by a system. Certain dynamic
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Figure 1: Partial LDBC social network schema depicted using a UML-like notation, focusing on the dynamic part of
the graph (non-lifespan attributes and irrelevant entity types in the static part are omitted). In the dynamic part of
the graph, all node types and all ⊗ edge types with many-to-many cardinality between two dynamic node types have
individual lifespan attributes. The ◆ containment edges get their lifespan attributes from the contained endpoint
(whose lifespan attributes are constrained by the container endpoint). ⊕ hasCreator follows the semantics of
containment edges (even though it does not express an explicit containment relation). ⊛ hasModerator is a oneto-many edge that is treated separately depending on the Forum category (see Section A.1). The ⊙ edges between a
dynamic and a static node get their lifespan attributes from their dynamic endpoint.
graph algorithms are significantly more expensive to
recompute in the presence of deletes [23] or only support either insertions or deletions but not both [24]. A
number of updatable matrix storage formats only support efficient insertions but not deletions [12]. Meanwhile some graph databases might be able to exploit
indexes to speed up deletions [7].
(3) Distributed graph databases need to employ specialized
protocols to enforce consistency of deletions [30].
Challenge for benchmarks. Due to their importance and
challenging nature, we found it necessary to incorporate
delete operations into LDBC benchmarks. However, doing
so is a non-trivial task as it impacts on each component in
the benchmark workflow: workload specifications, data generation, parameter curation, and the workload driver. This
paper focuses on the challenge of generating deletion operations within LDBC’s synthetic data generator, specifically, to
extend the generator with support for dynamic entities. Dynamic entities have a creation date and a deletion date, which
together comprise an entity’s lifespan. Once generated this
allows for the extraction of deletion operations, which can
be utilized by LDBC workloads. Supporting the generation
of dynamic entities poses numerous challenges:
(1) Validity. The generator should produce valid lifespans,
where each generated dynamic entity guarantees that
(a) events in the graph follow a logical order: e.g. in a
social network, two people can become friends only
after both persons joined the network and before either

person leaves the network, (b) the graph never violates
the cardinality constraints prescribed by its schema,
and (c) the graph continuously satisfies the semantic
constraints required by the application domain (e.g. no
isolated comments in a social network).
(2) Realism. The generator should create a graph with a
realistic correlations and distribution of entities over
time. For example, in a social network the distribution
of activity is non-uniform over time, real-world events
such as elections or controversial posts can drive spikes
of posts and unfollowings respectively [19]. In addition, deletions can be correlated with certain attributes:
e.g. the likelihood a person leaves the network may
be correlated with their number of friends [18]. Also,
there are often temporal correlations between entity
creation and deletion: e.g. posts have an increased
chance of deletion immediately following creation
compared to after a 3 month period.
(3) Scalability. A graph with dynamic entities should be
generated at scale (up to billions of edges).

The main contribution of this paper is to address validity,
with realism, scalability, and the extraction of deletion operations left for future work – we briefly discuss our intended
approach in Section 4. To ensure validity, we have defined
constraints that describe the permissible intervals for selecting creation and deletion dates of the graph entities in the
LDBC SNB’s social network graph (Section 2).
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Graph schema. The LDBC Datagen component [20, 21] is
responsible for generating the graph used in the benchmarks.
It produces a synthetic dataset modelling a social network’s
activity. Its graph schema has 11 concrete node types connected by 20 edge types, and its entities (nodes/edges) are
classified as either dynamic or static (Figure 1). The dynamic
part of the graph comprises of a fully connected Person
graph and a number of Message trees under Forums.
Notation. To describe lifespans and related constraints, we
use the following notation. Constants are uppercase bold, e.g.
NC. Entity types are monospaced, e.g. Person, hasMember.
Variables are lowercase italic, e.g. pers, hm. Entities are sansserif, e.g. P1, HM. For an entity 𝑥, ∗x denotes its creation date,
while †x denotes its deletion date. In most cases, both the
creation and the deletion date are selected from an interval,
e.g. ∗x ∈ )︀𝑑 1, 𝑑 2 ) means that entity x should be created
between dates 𝑑 1 (inclusive) and 𝑑 2 (exclusive). The selected
creation and deletion dates together form an interval that
represents the lifespan of its entity. If any of the intervals
for selecting the lifespan attributes of an entity are empty,
i.e. 𝑑 2 ≤ 𝑑 1 , the entity should be discarded. As illustrated
later, this interval is often used to determine the intervals
where the creation and deletion dates of dependant entities
are selected.
Parameters. We parameterize the generator as follows. The
network is created in 2010 and exists for 10 years at which
point the network collapses (NC = 2020). Data is simulated
for a 3-year period, between the simulation start, SS = 2010
and the simulation end, SE = 2013. In order to allow windowed execution by the LDBC SNB driver [14] (used for multithreaded and distributed operation), we define a sufficiently
large amount of time that needs to pass between consecutive
operations on an entity as Δ = 10s.

2.1

● ∗n1 ∈ )︀SS, SE), the node must be created between the
simulation start and the simulation end.
● †n1 ∈ )︀∗n1 + Δ, NC), the node must exist for at least Δ
time and must be deleted before the network collapse.

LIFESPAN MANAGEMENT

In this section, we define the the constraints for generating
dynamic entities in a social network. Each dynamic entity
gets a lifespan, represented by two lifespan attributes, a creation date and a deletion date. We first briefly review the data
generator, introduce our notation and define the parameters
of the generation process. Then, we define the semantic constraints which regulate the participation in certain relationships along with the constraints for selecting intervals. We
illustrate an application of these with two examples, shown
in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

General Rules

In this section, we define general rules that must be satisfied
by all entities in the graph. In subsequent sections, we refine
these with domain-specific constraints. For a node n1 , we
always require that:
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To enforce referential integrity constraints (i.e. prevent
dangling edges), the lifespan of edge e between nodes n1 and
n2 must always satisfy the following criteria:

● ∗e ∈ )︀ max(∗n1, ∗n2 ), min(†n1, †n2, SE)), in other
terms, the edge must be created no sooner than both
of its endpoints but before any of its endpoints are
deleted.
● †e ∈ )︀∗e + Δ, min(†n1, †n2 )), i.e. the edge must exist
for at least Δ time and deleted no later than any of its
endpoints.

To further refine the constraints for edges, we distinguish
between two main cases.
(1) The endpoints of edge e are existing node n1 and node
n2 which is inserted at the same time as the edge:

● ∗e = ∗n2
● †e = min(†n1, †n2 ). In case of edges with containment
semantics (node n1 contains n2 through edge 𝑒), node
n2 must always be deleted at the same time as edge e,
therefore †e = †n2 and †n2 ≤ †n1 .

(2) In other cases, the edge must be created when both its
endpoints already exist and deleted no later than them:
● ∗e ∈ )︀ max(∗n1, ∗n2 ) + Δ, min(†n1, †n2, SE))
● †e ∈ )︀∗e + Δ, min(†n1, †n2 ))

These constraints capture the “minimum” (i.e. most relaxed) set of constraints that must be enforced in all domains.
Next, we introduce additional constraints specific to our
social network schema.

2.2

Person

A Person p is the avatar a real-world person creates when
they join the network. A Person joins the network, ∗p, during the simulation period and they leave the network, †p,
during the network lifetime:
● ∗p ∈ )︀SS, SE)
● †p ∈ )︀∗p + Δ, NC)

For the edges of Person nodes pointing to a static node
(isLocatedIn, studyAt, workAt, and hasInterest), we assign the creation and deletion date from ∗p and †p, resp.
2.2.1 Knows. The knows edge connects two Persons 𝑝𝑖 and
𝑝 𝑗 that know each other in the network. The intervals where
the creation and deletion dates can be generated in are illustrated in Figure 2b and defined below:
● ∗knowsi,j ∈ )︀ max(∗p𝑖 , ∗p 𝑗 ) + Δ, min(†p𝑖 , †p 𝑗 , SE))
● †knowsi,j ∈ )︀∗knowsi,j + Δ, min(†p𝑖 , †p 𝑗 ))
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knows1,2 ∶ Knows

P1 ∶ Person

∗knows1,2 : Dec 01 2011
†knows1,2 : Jun 05 2012

∗P1 : Feb 22 2010
†P1 : Jul 26 2014
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P2 ∶ Person
∗P2 : Mar 07 2010
†P2 : Oct 17 2012

(a) An instance of a knows edge connecting two Person nodes.
Creation and deletion dates are shown for each entity.
SS

SE

NC

P1
P2
max(∗P1, ∗P2 )+Δ ∗knows1,2
∗knows1,2 + Δ

Δ
†knows1,2

min(†P1, †P2, SE)
Δ

min(†P1, †P2 )

knows1,2

(b) Illustration of the intervals in which the creation ● and
deletion ● dates can be selected. Thick black lines represent
entity lifespans and thin grey lines represent valid intervals that dates can be selected in; ● indicates the selected
times (spanning the lifespan interval of the given entity). On
the thin grey lines, thicker sections represent the minimal
amount of time that must pass before selecting a value. In
case of creation dates, this is used to ensure that the dependant entity exists for at least Δ time. In case of deletion dates,
it is used to ensure that the entity exists for at least Δ time.

Figure 2: Example graph and its intervals.

2.3

Forum and Message

The rules for Forum and Message nodes along with their
edges are given in Section A.1 and Section A.2, respectively,
and illustrated in Figure 3.

3

RELATED WORK

Graph generators. A recent survey [11] studied 38 graph
generators, finding that only 4 of them supported generating
updates and, intriguingly, even these generators only yield
insertions and simple deletions at best. LinkBench [3] defines
primitive delete operations targeting a single node or a single edge. XGDBench [13] defines an operation that deletes
a single node. The Social Network Intelligence BenchMark
(SIB) [9] (a precursor to LDBC SNB) requires the deletion of
individual nodes (posts/photos). Finally, the LDBC SNB’s Interactive workload [14] only uses insert operations and does
not define any deletions.
Graph benchmarks. Several benchmarks have been proposed for semantic and graph databases [10]. Some of these
perform deletions as part of their workflow but the complexity of these deletions is limited. The Berlin SPARQL Benchmark [8] defines deletions for a single table (Offers). The

LDBC Semantic Publishing Benchmark [17] defines all its
update operations (including deletions) on a single entity
type, creative work. The Train Benchmark [28] uses the result set of each query to perform its “transformation” phase,
which includes delete operations targeting an entity and its
neighbourhood. The workload of the BG Benchmark [1] uses
simple deletions targeting comment nodes and friendship
edges. Recently, the authors of [22] extended the LDBC generator with support for lifespans encoded as integer intervals,
applied to nodes, edges, and also properties. However, all
nodes and edges were assigned a deletion date of ∞ and only
some properties were assigned a finite deletion date.

4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have defined the constraints for producing
valid lifespans for dynamic entities in the graph schema of
the LDBC Social Network Benchmark [2]. These lifespans
provide a fundamental blocking block in achieving our long
term goal of incorporating delete operations into the LDBC
Social Network Benchmark suite’s workload specifications.
We have incorporated the lifespans presented in this paper
as part of the SNB data generator so that our dynamic graphs
can be generated at scale.1
Our next step is to address the issue of realism in the generation process using studies conducted on real social network
such as Facebook [5, 16], Twitter [19], and iWiW, a nowdefunct social network that operated in Hungary between
2002 and 2014 [18]. We plan to ensure realistic correlations
and distribution of entities over time using temporal graph
analysis tools [27]. Turning the temporal graph into insert
and delete operations also poses further challenges, including the distinction between explicit deletions and implicit
deletions resulting from the cascading effect of other explicit
deletions.
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A

LIFESPAN MANAGEMENT FOR FORUM
AND MESSAGE NODES
A.1 Forum

A Forum is a meeting point where people post Messages.
There exists three categories of Forums: Wall (forumw ), Album (foruma ), and Group (forumg ). Each Forum has a set
of Persons connected via hasMember edges, a set of Tags
connected via hasTag edges, a single moderator connected
by a hasModerator edge and a set of Messages (discussed
in Section A.2). For all Forums the outgoing hasTag edges
get their creation date and deletion date from ∗forum and
†forum, respectively.
Groups. Groups are public places for people that share interests, any Person can create a Group forumg during their
lifespan. A Group can be deleted anytime after it was created.
● ∗forumg ∈ )︀∗p + Δ, min(†p, SE))
● †forumg ∈ )︀∗forumg + Δ, NC)
Group Moderator. The initial hasModerator hmd g is the
group creator. If the moderator leaves the group before it is
deleted a new hasModerator edge for Person p 𝑗 is generated
by replacing ∗forumg with †hmd g in the intervals below.
● ∗hmd g ∈ )︀∗forumg + Δ, min(†forumg, †p, SE))
● †hmd g ∈ )︀∗hmd g + Δ, min(†forumg, †p))

Group Membership. Any Person p can become a member
of a given group. The hasMember hmg creation is generated
from the interval in which the Person and Forum lifespans
overlap. The deletion date is generated from the interval
between the membership creation date (incremented by Δ)
and the minimum of the Person and Forum deletion dates.
● ∗hmg ∈ )︀ max(∗forumg, ∗p) + Δ, min(†forum, †p, SE))
● †hmg ∈ )︀∗hmg + Δ, min(†forumg, †p))
Walls. Every Person p, has a Wall forumw which is created
when the Person joins the social network. The wall is deleted
when the Person is deleted.
● ∗forumw = ∗p + Δ
● †forumw = †p
Wall Moderator. Each Person has a hasModerator hmd w
edge to their wall, which gets the creation date (incremented
by Δ) and deletion date from forumw . Note, only the moderator can create Post nodes on the wall and the connecting
Tag nodes are set based on the interest of the moderator.
● ∗hmd w = ∗forumw + Δ
● †hmd w = †forumw
Wall Membership. For a Person 𝑝𝑖 , all their friends 𝑝 𝑗
(Person nodes connected via a knows edge) become members of forumw at the time the knows edge is created. Hence,
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a hasMember hmw edge gets the creation date of knows incremented by Δ. The deletion date is derived from the minimum
of the Forum deletion date and knows deletion date.
● ∗hmw = ∗knowsi,j + Δ
● †hmw = min(†forumw, †knowsi,j )
Albums. A Person can create multiple Albums (foruma ) containing a set of Photos. Albums can be created and then
deleted at any point during the lifespan of the Person.
● ∗foruma ∈ )︀∗p + Δ, min(†p, SE))
● †foruma ∈ )︀∗foruma + Δ, †p)
Album Moderator. The Person is the moderator for any
Album they create. Album ownership cannot change hence
hasModerator hmd a gets the creation date (incremented by
Δ) and deletion date from ∗foruma and †foruma respectively.
● ∗hmd a = ∗foruma + Δ
● †hmd a = †foruma
Album Membership. Only friends p𝑖 of a Person p 𝑗 can
become members of Albums created by p 𝑗 . The hasMember
hma edge creation date is derived from the Album and knows
creation dates. The deletion is derived from the Forum and
knows deletion dates.
● ∗hma = max(∗foruma, ∗knows𝑖,𝑗 ) + Δ
● †hmw = min(†foruma, †knows𝑖,𝑗 )

A.2

Message

A Message is an abstract entity that represents a message created by a Person. There are two Message subtypes: Post and
Comment. A Post is created in a Forum and a Comment represents a comment made by a Person to an existing Message
(either a Post or a Comment). In a Forum the set of Message
nodes form a tree with a Post node at the root and Comment
nodes for the rest.
A.2.1 Post. A Post can be created by a Person in a Forum.
Only the moderator (i.e. owner) can post on a Wall or in an
Album (hasModerator), whereas all members including the
moderator (hasMember/hasModerator) can post in a Group.
These relationships are captured with the hm variable in the
formulas. Posts are divided in three categories, regular posts,
photos, and flashmob posts.
Regular posts and photos. Regular posts capture the standard daily activity in a Group or on a Wall. Photos are created
in Albums. (Interaction with Photos is limited to likes, see
details in Section A.2.3). The creation date for these is determined as follows:
∗post ∈ )︀∗hm + Δ, min(†hm, SE))
Flashmob posts. Flashmob posts are generated around
events that attract significant interest (such as elections)
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that result in a spike in activity. These events span a 2𝜙-hour
time window centered around a specific event time, flashmob
event fme, in the middle of the window; there are 𝜙 hours
each side of the specific event time.
∗post ∈ )︀ max(∗hm + Δ, fme − 𝜙 h), min(†hm, fme + 𝜙 h, SE))
The deletion dates for all categories of Posts are determined as:
†post ∈ )︀∗post + Δ, †hm)
containerOf edge. Each Post node has an incoming
containerOf edge which gets the same lifespan attributes
as the Post.
A.2.2 Comment. A Comment comm is created by Person p
as a reply to Message m. Comments are only made in Walls
and Groups. Comment always occur within 𝛾 days of their
parent message.
● ∗comm ∈ )︀ max(∗m, ∗hm) + Δ, min(∗m + 𝛾 d, †hm, SE))
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● †comm ∈ )︀∗comm + Δ, min(†m, †hm))
replyOf edge. Comments always have an outgoing replyOf
edge with containment semantics, i.e. the target Message
contains the Comment. These edges get the same lifespan as
their source Comment.
A.2.3 likes. A likes edge likes can exist between Person
p and Message m. Messages can only receive likes during a
𝜇-day window after their creation at which point no more
activity is generated.
● ∗likes ∈ )︀ max(∗p, ∗m) + Δ, min(†p, †m, ∗m + 𝜇 d, SE))
● †likes ∈ )︀∗likes + Δ, min(†p, †m))

B

COMPLEX EXAMPLE

In Figure 3, a complex example graph is shown with the
corresponding intervals. Both the intervals for selecting the
creation and deletion date attributes and the selected lifespan
intervals are shown.
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(a) Example graph with an instance of a Forum containing a Message tree of depth 3 and its Person members. Lifespan attributes
(creation and deletion dates) are shown for each dynamic entity. Edges in grey get their lifespan attributes as per Figure 1 and
Section A.1.
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(b) Illustration of the intervals in which the creation ● and deletion ● dates of entities can be selected. Thick black lines represent entity lifespans and thin grey lines represent valid intervals that dates can be selected in; ● indicates the selected times
(spanning the lifespan interval of the given entity). On the thin grey lines, thicker sections represent the minimal amount of
time that must pass before selecting a value. In case of creation dates, this is used to ensure that the dependant entity exists
for at least Δ time. In case of deletion dates, it is used to ensure that the entity exists for at least Δ time.

Figure 3: Example graph and time intervals for selecting lifespan attributes, creation and deletion dates.

